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Compiled Sat. 15 July 2023 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret,
Journalist, Author: “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her

Twenty Two Multiple Personalities”

Supreme Court Decision Imminent

On 2020 Election Fraud

There was rumor that Joseph Biden and Kamala Harris have been arrested and charged
with Fraud, believed to have directed Ballot Harvesting in the 2020 Election.

The Fight Against Worldwide Child Slavery & the Sex Trade | Jim Caviezel and Tim Ballard |
EP 372 - YouTube 

Overwhelming Proof Covid-19 Plandemic Was Officially Planned and Executed by US Inc.

NASA Fraud: Man Never Landed On Moon

Russian Nuclear Battleship Docked In Cuba!

As US Coastal Airspace Locked Down On Both East & West Coasts!

It’s only wise to have at least a month’s supply of food, cash, water and essential items on hand.

“You’ll Never Walk Alone”

You'll Never Walk Alone, from Carousel (thetabernaclechoir.org)

When you walk through a storm hold your chin up high and don't be afraid of the dark.
At the end of a storm is a golden sky and the sweet, silver song of a lark.

Walk on through the wind, Walk on through the rain, though your dreams be tossed and blown.
Walk on, Walk on with hope in your heart, and you'll never walk alone. 

You'll never walk alone.

Judy Note:

 “Sound of Freedom” Breaking All Box Office Records Sound of Freedom Tickets & 
Showtimes | Angel Studios A journey into the Cabal Underworld of International Child 
Sex Trafficking.

 A whistleblower has accused the Biden Administration of being “middleman” in an 
international child sex trafficking operation.

https://www.angel.com/tickets/sound-of-freedom?zip=84123&date=2023-07-04
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 46 of 50 states have recounted the 2020 Election vote and confirmed that Biden lost the 
vote in their state.

 Biden and Harris were rumored to have been arrested and charged with Voter Fraud in 
the 2020 Election.

 This weekend sometime the Supreme Court was expected to announce their decision on 
the Brunson Case which charged that Congress refused to investigate voter fraud in the 
2020 Election, thereby making the election null and void.

 If the Supreme Court announces in favor of the Brunsons it would reverse the 2020 
Election – after which Speaker of the House Kevin McCarthy would appoint the duly 
elected US President Trump, who was expected to choose JFK Jr. to be his vice 
president.

 Sun. 23 July was said to possibly be the Inauguration Date of Pres. Donald J. Trump and 
his VP, JFK Jr. that included a celebration where those in the World Protection Program 
would come out. 

 Whistleblower reveals that the Army has created robot animals – hybrids that have 
computer chips in their brain that can be controlled.

 No One Has Ever Landed on the Moon as Man was not capable of entering the 
Radiation Field that surrounded Earth: People often ask, why would NASA make all 
this up? The answer is very simple and straight forth from a financial aspect alone. 365 
(days) X 63 (years) with funding on average of $55,000,000 dollars a day from tax 
payers. They had $1,264,720,000,000 reasons to lie. The Deep State netted over a trillion 
dollars. They put that money in a vast underground tunnel system for child trafficking 
after living their lavish lifestyle. NASA and their lies very much matter.

 Military Puts FEMA on Notice: https://realrawnews.com/2023/07/military-puts-fema-
on-notice/ 

 Currency Revaluation and Redemption in a Surveillance State: Era of High-Tech 
Espionage! Cryptic Wealth and the Shadows of the NSA: Currency Revaluation and 
Redemption in a Surveillance State - American Media Group (amg-news.com)

 FBI Banana Republic, War Coming, Dollar Crashing: FBI Banana Republic, War 
Coming & Dollar Crashing - Greg Hunter WNW 590 (Video)

 Fri. 14 July Q Drop 26: Military is the Only Way: Q Drop 26 : “Military Is The Only 
Way” – A Deep Dive into America’s Secretive Military Movements & Cheyenne 
Mountain (video) - American Media Group (amg-news.com)

 Fri. 14 July Crypto-currencies Are Not Regulated: Bombshell: Historic Court 
Decision Affirms Cryptocurrencies are NOT Regulated Securities (video) - American 
Media Group (amg-news.com)

 Fri. 14 July Russia No Villain: Pro-Russia, Pro-West, or Pro-neutrality? Why Russia 
Isn't The Villain We're Made To Believe - American Media Group (amg-news.com)

WARNING: There were reports of some asking for you to hand over your foreign currencies 
and/or Zim Bonds to them saying they will exchange or redeem them for you. DO NOT give in 
to this scam. Only the purchaser of the currency or bond can legally exchange or redeem that 
currency or bond at a Redemption Center for the higher rates. Exceptions were that if you have 
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given someone currency or bonds, along with a notarized gift letter saying you have done so, or 
if you have given someone Power of Attorney over your affairs. The bottom line: If someone 
tries to turn in your currency or bonds without your authorization, you could have them arrested.

Judy Note: If you were reading this Update as posted on Operation Disclosure Official, be 
aware that some information has been redacted. For the complete un-redacted version, see the 
PDF copy at the end of this Update on Operation Disclosure Official.

A. Quantum Financial System’s Global Currency Revaluation

 Frank 26: The RV is expected before the Iraqi Budget is implemented and that budget is 
scheduled to be implemented starting Sun. 16 July.

 Fri. 14 July MarkZ: Contacts who were giddy yesterday about the 15th through the 
18th have now gone dry. 

 Thurs. 13 July 2023 Bruce: The new Iraqi Dinar Rate should be printed in the Iraqi 
Gazette on Sat. 15 July – the same date a Redemption Center employee was told to keep 
open. Tier 4b (us, the Internet Group) could get the toll free number to set exchange/ 
redemption appointments anywhere from Fri. 14 to Tues. 18 July. Bond Holders started
to be paid on Tues. 11 July and would be completely paid out by Tues. 18 July. All 
financial changes would be completed by Sun. 23 July. The last week of July US 
citizens would receive restoration allowances and SS payments would increase.

 Awake-in-3D: The Truth about the IQD and NEER | Dinar Chronicles  
 XRP Price Explodes as Judge Rules Sales Not Securities: 

https://dinarchronicles.com/2023/07/14/xrp-price-explodes-as-judge-rules-programmatic-
sales-are-not-securities/

 JP Morgan Chase Suffers Billion Loss as US Banks Execute Massive Write Offs: 
https://dinarchronicles.com/2023/07/14/jpmorgan-chase-suffers-1-1-billion-loss-as-us-
banks-execute-massive-write-offs/

 US Dollar Knocked Out by BRICS: 
https://dinarchronicles.com/2023/07/14/commodity-insights-videos-us-dollar-knocked-
out-by-gold-silver-alert-gold-and-silver-surges-silver-bottom-gold-brics-currency-
buying-opportunity-goldback-101/

B. Restored Republic:

 Sometime this weekend the Supreme Court was expected to announce their decision to 
reverse the 2020 Election. After which Speaker of the House Kevin McCarthy would 
appoint the duly elected US President Trump, who was expected to choose JFK Jr. to be 
his vice president.

 Sun. 23 July the Inauguration Date of Pres. Donald J. Trump and his VP, JFK Jr. that 
included a celebration where those in the World Protection Program would come out. 

 Tues. 25 July was Queen Diana’s Coronation date according to JFK Jr.

 Aug. 2023: Exposure, Arrests of Major Satanic Child Sacrifice, Pedophile Groups
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 Fall 2023 Massive protests and riots are forecasted to shake Canada’s core, ushering in a 
winter of discontent in the latter part of 2023 and early 2024.

 When Trump’s presidency ended, JFK Jr. would come in as US President and Trump 
would be elevated to Global Financial Ambassador to be in charge of the GESARA 
changes around the Globe.

 2026: U.S. (public) Tribunals slated for 2026 will coincide with Canadian Tribunals 
and World Tribunals that will connect everything from Deep State Human Trafficking, to
World Plandemic Deep State Operations, to creation of the Virus. 

C. Recent History of the GCR:

 The US Inc. Federal Reserve, unable to pay back to the Global Repository quadrillions 
owed them, handed over all their assets on Fri. 30 June. 

 The First Week of July the Military began Mass Arrests according to Fulford.

 On Sat. 1 July the new Quantum Financial System began interfacing in computers 
around the World in order to coordinate currency transactions through the International 
Payment System ISO 20022. 

 Also on Sat. 1 July the fiat US Dollar transferred into a gold/asset-backed US Note. 
 On Sun. 2 July about 5 pm EST the Dinar Rate went live on the Forex, but the rate has 

not yet been released to the public. A live Foreign Currency Converter shows it was 
fluctuating in value: 1,000,000 IQD to USD - Iraqi Dinars to US Dollars Exchange Rate 
(xe.com) 

 By Mon. 3 July SOFR, Libor and many nations dumped their US Treasuries.
 By Tues. 4 July the Quantum Financial System was fully integrated worldwide.
 The Gold Standard for World currencies was announced at the BRICS Summit on 

Sun. 9 July and will be publically announced at the BRICS South Africa Summit 22-24 
Aug. 

 On Wed. 12 July Biden and Harris were arrested in a Sting Operation, where they were 
believed to have directed Ballot Harvesting in the 2020 Election. The entire Biden Crime 
Family was being arrested and detained for Fraud. In the coming days will be living off 
GITMO and face military Tribunals!

D. Sound of Freedom: Sound of Freedom Tickets & Showtimes | Angel Studios

 The Sound of Freedom movie remained top grossing at the Box Office: Faith-based 
producers of 'Sound of Freedom' laud conservative backers for movie about one man's 
quest to save children from sex-traffickers - as it beats Indiana Jones at box office. 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-12271171/Producers-Sound-Freedom-say-
success-film-inspire-faith-based-films.html   ‘Sound of Freedom’ becomes top-grossing 
movie on Independence Day | Entertainment News (christianpost.com)

 “Sound of Freedom” Sound of Freedom | Theatrical Trailer for July 4 | Angel Studios 
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E. SOUND OF FREEDOM:  Tim Ballard - Jordan Peterson - Jim Cavaziel, "Best interview I've
EVER had in my life." http://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/sound-of-freedom-tim-ballard-jordan-
peterson-jim-cavaziel-best-interview-ive-ever-had-in-my-life/  

 When Jim Cavaziel - the deeply Christian and spiritually centered man - who risked his 
entire career to play the lead role in "The Passion of the Christ" -- says that his interview 
with Jordan Peterson & Tim Ballard is, "The BEST interview I've ever had in my life," -- 
I sit up and take notice. The Fight Against Worldwide Child Slavery & the Sex Trade | 
Jim Caviezel and Tim Ballard | EP 372 - YouTube

 We, Ken and Barbie Cromar of the “Ken and Barbie vs. Goliath IRS Case,” thought
we would watch 5-10 minutes, but....Wrong!  The more Jim, Tim & Jordan talked, the 
deeper and more spiritual it got.  By the end we couldn't stop talking about how these 
three men had blessed us with knowledge, understanding, and desire to help save the 
trafficked children. And when Tim Ballard, also from our own Utah County, talked about
how his wife was smarter and more spiritual than him — and how she helped him see 
God’s will — we were inspired.

 Tim, HELP! We’re neighbors and now that you’ve awakened the world, we need your 
help here at home to clean up child sex-trafficking in our own Utah County.  Beware the 
wolves in sheep's clothing, especially those closest to you.

 This includes Utah AG Sean Reyes - who politically worked to oust a former challenger
to his seat -- David O. Leavitt the Utah County Attorney -- by working with another 
questionable "law enforcement" officer Utah County Sheriff Mike Smith.

 Together, Reyes and Smith worked to highlight that David Leavitt (former Utah Gov. 
Mike Leavitt's brother) was being investigated for human trafficking, pedophilia, and 
Satanic Ritual Abuse, making AFFIDAVITS regarding it available to the public.

 Once Leavitt was voted out and replaced with Jeff Gray from AG Reyes' own office 
-- apparently the sexually abuse kids were no longer important, and Leavitt was 
apparently allowed to flee the country to Scotland - where he and his wife bought a 
castle!  We wrote about it here: http://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/guess-who-bought-
barbie-ken-their-own-scottish-castle/

 WHY DIDN'T Utah AG Reyes and Sheriff Smith indict, arrest, and prosecute Leavitt?
Do they REALLY care about the children?

F. The Real News for Fri. 14 July 2023:

 Reserve Bank of Australia Governor Sacked: The governor has endured fury and calls 
for his resignation over the RBA's decision to repeatedly hike interest rates — its only 
tool to influence inflation — over the past year from 0.1 per cent to 4.1 per cent. … 
Phillip Rowe
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 Mass Geopolitical Intel Update, Benjamin Fulford: New Benjamin Fulford: Friday 
Mass Geopolitical Intel Update Q&A Video July 2023 | Prophecy | Before It's News 
(beforeitsnews.com)

 Whistleblowers: THE UNTRIED AND THE DEAD, PART I (rumormillnews.com)

 Everyone Will Be Wiped Out in 24 Hours | Alternative | Before It's News   
(beforeitsnews.com)

G. International Child Sex Trafficking, Organ and Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring Run 
Out of the Vatican:

 The Despicable Gaslighting Around Child Trafficking & Our Unaccountable/Criminal   
"Leadership"

 Crimes against Humanity in Canada: A Dossier of Evidence: The case of 60,000   
murdered children and the man who surfaced their fate: Annett, Kevin: 9798399033556: 
Amazon.com: Books    https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0C884735V 
Download for Free the Book “Murder By Decree”: www.murderbydecree.com

 Shirley Temple (one of Hollywood's most famous child actresses), admitted to CNN that
Hollywood is run by elite pedophiles, in a recent video that surfaced. The 1988 video, 
circulated on social media, shows Temple on CNN's Larry King Live program talking 
about pedophilia in Hollywood and how she had been sexually perverted on the sidelines 
of famous movie studios since she was a child. "I had never seen anyone naked before 
except myself, so I had no idea what was going on."

 Children crossing the US border in the thousands have been kidnapped, or sold into
child sex trafficking to fulfill pedo-sex requests of high ranking US officials, 
including members of the US Congress and state legislators, according to Intelligence 
sources. A significant number of those high ranking elites have been under surveillance 
for quite some time, with some caught making calls for children they “ordered” for sex. 
http://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news/u-s-national-news/2849-breaking-news-
huge-child-sex-trafficking-ring-exposed-by-trump-zero-tolerance-border-policy

 July, 2018 Clinton Child Sex Trafficking: 
http://beforeitsnews.com/celebrities/2018/07/clinton-child-sex-trafficking-network-
uncovered-2475435.html

 A March 30 2017 NBC news report claimed that the-then Secretary of State Hillary 
Clinton had shut down an investigation into an elite pedophile ring in the State 
Department in order to protect the careers of high ranking officials. NBC News: Hillary 
Clinton ‘Covered Up’ Pedophile Ring At State Department (Video)

 July, 2018 CIA, Vatican, Obama, Bush, Clinton, Soros, Royals Child Sex 
Trafficking: http://beforeitsnews.com/celebrities/2018/07/cia-vatican-obama-bush-
clinton-soros-royals-child-sex-trafficking-2475424.html
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 July, 2018 Pope Francis Charged With Mass Murder of Children: 
http://beforeitsnews.com/celebrities/2018/07/pope-francis-to-resign-charged-with-mass-
murder-of-children-2475422.html

 June, 2014 European Royals Killing Naked Children For Fun at Human Hunting 
Parties: http://beforeitsnews.com/celebrities/2014/06/european-royals-killing-naked-
children-for-fun-at-human-hunting-parties-2465154.html

H. Covid/ Ebola/ Swine Flu/ Polio/ Small Pox/ BSE/ Zika/ Sars/ Monkey Pox/ AIDs/ Vax/ 
H1N1/ Graphene Oxide/ Chemtrail/ Fluoride, Processed Foods, Human Clones Hoax:

 Fri. 14 July Covid-19 Plandemic Was Officially Planned and Executed by US Inc: 
OVERWHELMING PROOF that the COVID-19 Plandemic was officially planned and 
executed by the U.S. Federal Government (and other state actors) - American Media 
Group (amg-news.com)

 Top Biden official ripped for no-showing hearing on $200 billion COVID-19 fraud: 
‘This is a big deal.’ A House hearing on hundreds of billions of dollars worth of fraud 
perpetrated by pandemic aid scammers was hobbled Thursday when a key Biden 
administration official opted to skip her appearance. Isabella Casillas Guzman, head of 
the Small Business Administration, turned down an invite to appear before the House 
Small Business Committee, citing scheduling conflicts.

 New emails reveal that Dr. Fauci was aware of risky gain-of-function research 
occurring in Wuhan, China prior to the emergence of COVID-19. Why didn’t he tell the
American people? Because he was in on it. He received multi millions for the Covid Vax 
that didn’t work.

 “One  of  the  worst  smallpox  epidemics  took  place  in  England  between 1870  
and  1872,  nearly  two  decades  after  compulsory  vaccination  was introduced.  
Leicester,  with  nearly  200,000  inhabitants,  boasted  a  95% vaccination  record  but  it 
suffered  more  deaths  than  less-vaccinated London.  Faced  with  this  obvious  
evidence  of  the  uselessness  of vaccination,  Leicester’s  citizens  rejected  the  program
in  favor  of  cleaning up  the  city.  Under  the  leadership  of  James  Briggs,  Town  
Counselor  and Sanitary  Inspector,  clean  streets,  clean  markets  and  dairies,  efficient 
garbage  removal,  sanitary  housing  and  pure  water  supply  replaced vaccination  
scars.  In  1892-3  Leicester  had  19.3  cases  of  smallpox  per 10,000  population;  
similar-sized  Warrington,  with  99.2%  vaccinated,  had 123.3  cases. 

 “In  Japan,  in  1885,  13  years  after  compulsory  vaccination,  a  law  was passed  
requiring  revaccination  every  seven  years.  From 1886-1892, a total of  25,  474,370
revaccinations  were  recorded.  Yet  during  this  same  period, Japan  had  156,175  
cases  of  smallpox  with  38,979  deaths,  a  case  mortality of  nearly  25%.  Slow  
learners,  the  government  passed  another  act  requiring every  resident  to  be  
vaccinated  and  revaccinated  every  5  years.  Between 1889-1908, the case mortality  
was  30%.  Prior to vaccination the case mortality was about  10%. “During  a  ruthless  
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campaign  by  the  US  in  the  Philippines  in  1905,  the native  population  were  
forcibly  vaccinated  several  times.  In  1918-1919, with  over  95%  of  the  population  
vaccinated,  the  worst  epidemic  the Philippines  had  ever  known  occurred.  

 In  the  Congressional  Record  of December  21,  1937,  William  Howard  Hay,  
MD,  said,  ‘The  Philippines suffered  the  worst  attack  of  smallpox,  the  worst  
epidemic  three  times  over, that  had  ever  occurred  in  the  history  of  the  islands  and
it  was  almost  three times  as  fatal.  The  death  rate  ran  as  high  as  60%  in  certain  
areas  where formerly  it  had  been  10-15%.” Canada, 1919.  STOP THE SLAUGHTER
OF INNOCENTS. 

 The anti-vaccination movement in 1919 (20th century), Toronto,  Canada.  In Canada, 
the main group was the Anti-Vaccination League.  The  Anti-Vaccination  Society  of  
America  was  the  main  group  opposing  mandatory (compulsory)  vaccination  in  the  
USA.  The society was founded in 1879. The USA, early 2000s (21st century).  
Outspoken vaccination critics such as Jenny McCarthy, Dr.  Andrew  Wakefield,  and  
other  doctors  and celebrities  were  blamed  by  the  media  for  starting  the  anti-
vaccination movement.  As noted above, the movement has been around since 1853. 
Drug  companies  are  one  of  the  largest  advertisers  on  TV,  Internet, newspapers,  
and  magazines.  

 According to Robert F.  Kennedy,  Jr.,  the  drug industry  contributes  up  to  70%  of  
advertising  revenue  to  media companies.  In  2017,  the  collective  stock  market  
capitalization  of  the  drug companies  (vaccine  manufacturers)  exceed  $1  trillion.  As 
actor  Jim Carrey  noted,  “A  trillion  dollars  buys  a  lot  of  expert  opinions.  Will it  
buy you?” Mainly  because  of  these  movements,  the  public  became  aware  of  the 
dangers  of  vaccines.  The  lunatic  idea  of  transferring  animal  diseases  to humans  to  
prevent  diseases  didn’t  work.  Compulsory  vaccination  was  later repealed  in  every  
country  because  vaccines  were  found  to  be  useless  and poisonous.  Several  decades 
later,  the  drug  companies  began  their  mass advertising  and  marketing  campaigns  to
“educate”  the  next  generation  on the  benefits  of  vaccination.  Vaccination has  been  
a  menace  to  each generation  since  1796."

I. Help Save Our Constitution – It’s Hanging By A Thread:

 Wed. 12 July Update Loy Brunson Supreme Court Case: Yesterday Loy's 2nd 
Petition for a hearing was accepted by the U.S. Supreme Court and put on the docket 
(their schedule).  They will soon set a new conference date for reconsideration.  We have 
worked hard on this petition and once again are counting on your prayers!  If our brother 
Loy gets a hearing it will only mean that your prayers and support made the difference.  I 
believe in miracles and I believe that many of them come from prayer.

 Wed. 12 July Update Raland Brunson Supreme Court Case: As of yesterday the 
court has received 9,719 letters from people all over this country telling them to allow 
this case to be heard!! Thank you so much for your love and support!



 First of all there are two judges on my case.  The magistrate judge (Jared C. Bennett) 
who offers a preliminary judgment, and Judge Howard C. Nielson, who makes the final 
decision.  The magistrate judge Bennett has now handed the final decision of this case to 
Judge Howard C. Nielson.  All letters from here on out will be sent to Judge Nielson for 
the final decision.  If you are not sure about sending a letter to the Judge, wondering if 
it’s even worth it and you feel like all judges in this country are corrupt, making you feel 
down, sad, and discouraged, and you find yourself gazing at a blurred reflection of 
yourself in that dark sea of abyss, then I have a suggestion for you.  Click Here 
www.enoughisenough.me and send that letter!  Thank you and God bless every one of 
you.

 The Brunson Brothers have filed a number of petitions that sued members of 
Congress and the Biden Administration for violating their Oath of Office by not 
protecting the People’s Right to Fair Elections through certifying the 2020 Election 
before investigating 50 formally filed allegations of voter fraud. 

 Loy Brunson case was moving forward and has been docketed for Conference. LOY
ARLAN BRUNSON v  ALMA S. ADAMS et al. Loy's petition was originally filed 
April 19, 2023, and denied June 26, 2023. The Appeal for a Hearing was docketed by 
the Clerk of the Court July 11, 2023. 

 Word received on Wed. 12 July was that Loy’s Appeal for Hearing will be taken 
to Conference again for reconsideration by the Justices. The date for this Conference is 
NOT yet scheduled, but is anticipated after the Justice return from summer break -- likely
October. At this future "behind closed doors" Conference, if four of the Justices vote in 
favor of hearing the case, then the case would have a genuine Hearing with arguments 
before the nine Justices.

 If this long-sought for Hearing in full and open public court  -- pursued for over two 
years and two cases (Raland's and now Loy's) -- is successful, then 388 US Congressman 
Defendants – including Joseph Biden, Kamala Harris, Nancy Pelosi and Mike Pence – 
could be REMOVED from office, and never be allowed to serve in any public office ever
again: https://t.me/BrunsonBrothersSCOTUS/319

 However, it is possible that an announcement of a Supreme Court decision on those 
cases, plus another Voter Fraud case before the Supreme Court (presented by Sydney 
Powell?) could come at any time. 

 Loy and his Brothers Brunson's filing arguments for their APPEAL for Hearing 
PDF: http://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/breaking-loy-brunson-case-moving-forward-to-
conference/

 Add your letter of support of the Brunson Cases to the Supreme Court: Brunson 
Brothers Music – Petition The Supreme Court…   www.enoughisenough.me   Loy 
Brunson NEW SCOTUS RULE 11 CASE #22-1028 ~ Your Letter is Mightier Than The 
Sword ! (rumble.com)  https://www.tiktok.com/t/ZTRKYB9XB 
www.enoughisenough.me
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J. Barbie & Ken vs. Goliath IRS Update: http://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/rumble-truth-be-
told-barbie-ken-cromar-with-host-todd-callender/

 Barbara and Ken Cromar were in a epic battle with the Deep State and our corrupt 
judicial system. Even though they had proven to a federal tax court that they owned no 
monies to the IRS, the Deep State descended on them with 75 men SWAT Teams and not
only took their home, but all their possessions including expensive equipment Ken used 
to make a living. 

 If it happened to the Patriot Cromars, it could happen to you.  Update Ken and 
Barbie vs. Goliath IRS: The Good, Bad and GREAT News! | Crime All-Stars | Before It's
News (beforeitsnews.com)

 Ken Cromar: “On June 30, 2023 the REAL "Barbie & Ken" Cromar were invited for 
their first ever on camera interview together on CLOUTHUB (like RUMBLE) on the 
"Truth Be Told" show hosted by Todd Callender. He sent us an email to report that, 
"More than 1/2 million views – in only four days, Ken. That's a big deal!!" He also said 
that, "We've never had any video on CloutHub reach 640k views – it's almost impossible 
to get that many views on Bitchute and Rumble." Todd and his team immediately 
requested us to come back on for another interview specifically to discuss how we went 
about getting the LAND PATENT onto our property.  We've accepted their offer to join 
them on their July 21 Show.  Today Thurs. 13 July is Barbie and Ken’s 38th Wedding 
Anniversary. Seven kids and almost ten grandchildren. Very proud. All we're missing is 
getting our Barbie Dreamhouse back!  That's coming soon, very soon.  And maybe we'll 
put the corrupt judges and officials out on the street, homeless where they belong? 

 For the rest of the Story: http://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/summer-blockbuster-barbie-
ken-vs-goliath-lrs-scores-over-640000-views-in-3-days-2/

 You can donate to the cause of Freedom from the Cabal IRS and help Barbie and 
Ken: https://393817.e-junkie.com   MIRACLES In God We Trust Shop (e-junkie.com)

K. Fri. 14 July Era of High Tech Espionage! Cryptic Wealth and Shadows of NSA: 
Currency Revaluation and Redemption in a Surveillance State, Medeea Greere Era of High-
Tech Espionage! Cryptic Wealth and the Shadows of the NSA: Currency Revaluation and 
Redemption in a Surveillance State - American Media Group (amg-news.com)

 As you navigate this enigmatic landscape of currency revaluation, armed with 
invaluable insider knowledge and potent currency names like Dinar, Dong, Rupee, ZIM, 
and Rial, a lurking presence casts its long shadow – the NSA. But why the surveillance, 
and what does it mean for the brave new breed of currency holders?

 Currency holders are individuals who can sense the imminent financial shift and 
stand prepared to seize the golden opportunity. Many of these audacious souls are 
predicted to go broke in the upcoming four to five years. The cure to this ominous fate 
lies in prudent personal finance management. Whether you’re a currency holder dealing 
with millions or barely surviving with just enough, the solution is simple yet often 
neglected – discipline, budgeting, and planning.
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 Beware the Non-Disclosure Agreements (NDAs). The US Treasury harbors another 
alarming expectation: many currency holders will breach these NDAs and lose not just 
their accumulated wealth but their entire accounts.

 The NDAs aren’t sinister documents spun in the web of bureaucracy; they are 
shields. Measuring just 2-4 pages and with a lifespan of approximately 90 days, they are 
set to outline the rules of this novel game of wealth. They detail what you must not 
disclose to anyone, even other fellow currency traders. The NDAs must be perused and 
understood, not just glanced over – they are your guide in this tricky terrain.

 The Unseen Watchers: NSA. In this era of hyper-connectivity, your every move is 
under the watchful eye of a constellation of intelligence agencies, led by the omnipresent 
NSA. Your phone calls, emails, text messages, and every flicker of activity on social 
media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Google, Youtube are monitored, 
scrutinized, and evaluated. As you traverse this path, it’s best to cloak yourself in 
anonymity. Opt out of social networks. Remember, familiar tools and platforms like FB, 
Google, Amazon Alexa have often served as DARPA programs to collect data on 
people – an unsettling thought, isn’t it?

 Decoding the Language of Discretion. Following your appointment in this realm, 
certain words and phrases must be struck off your lexicon. Words like “RV”, 
“Revaluation”, “GCR”, “global currency reset”, “currency reset”, “Dinar, Dong, 
Rupee, ZIM, Rial”, “exchange”, “rates” – these are the triggers that set the NSA into 
high alert. You may ask, why so? These words are what the intelligence agencies use to 
flag potential NDA breakers.

 In the aftermath of your appointment and the ensuing currency reset, a wall of 
silence must be erected. Even casual mentions of your “recently received funds”, 
“windfall”, or “financial blessing” on any communication medium can lead to breaches. 
Your investment plans, use of funds in projects – none of these should be discussed, 
especially not the RV/GCR source of your newfound wealth. The NDA will clear this 
up, remember to read it carefully.

 You are a potential target of scams, and your security should never be taken for 
granted. You are chosen, tasked with making the most of this magnificent opportunity, 
but with great power comes greater responsibility. It’s a thrilling journey, fraught with 
unexpected twists, intriguing shadows, and the exhilarating prospect of newfound wealth.
Buckle up, stay alert, and make the most of this incredible opportunity.

 NESARA, the National Economic Security and Recovery Act, will zero out all credit 
card, mortgage, and other bank debts, striking a crippling blow to the entrenched banking
systems and their profit-making mechanisms built around these debts. 

 The US will bid adieu to income tax, a cornerstone of the federal revenue system. The 
IRS will be abolished. The employees, those used to the rigmarole of tax codes and 
audits, will find themselves transitioned into the US Treasury’s national sales tax 
department. NESARA proposes the introduction of a 14% flat rate sales tax, applied only 
to new, non-essential items. Food and medicine would be tax-free as was used items like 
old homes.

 NESARA promises increased benefits to senior citizens, a move that stands to 
dramatically improve the quality of life for our elders.

 NESARA also aims to return Constitutional Law to all courts and legal matters. 



 NESARA will reinstate the original Title of Nobility Amendment. Hundreds of 
thousands of Americans under foreign influences will lose their citizenship, be deported, 
and barred from re-entry for life. An alarming number of people will also find their hard-
earned college degrees reduced to worthless pieces of paper overnight.

 NESARA calls for new Presidential and Congressional elections within 120 days of 
its announcement, marking a seismic shift in our political system. The interim 
government will cancel all “National Emergencies” and return us to Constitutional Law.

 NESARA intends to monitor elections and prevent illegal activities by special interest
groups. 

 With NESARA, the U.S. Treasury will roll out a ‘rainbow currency,’ backed by gold,
silver, and platinum precious metals. This move will end the U.S. bankruptcy initiated by 
Franklin Roosevelt in 1933, replacing it with a solid, tangible financial foundation.

 NESARA will forbid the sale of American birth certificate records as chattel property
bonds by the US Department of Transportation. 

 NESARA will lead to the genesis of a new U.S. Treasury Bank System, a financial 
institution designed to align with Constitutional Law. This will mark a watershed 
moment, with the current Federal Reserve System being phased out over a year-long 
transition period, eventually rendering it obsolete.

 NESARA will restore financial privacy, a fundamental right that has been eroded in the
age of digital transactions. It also calls for the retraining of all judges and attorneys in 
Constitutional Law, ensuring that the judiciary remains the ultimate guardian of the 
constitution.

 NESARA will cease all aggressive U.S. military actions worldwide, acting as a beacon of
peace and setting a precedent for other nations.

 NESARA will release enormous sums of money for humanitarian purposes and 
unveil over 6,000 patents of suppressed technologies. These include innovations like free 
energy devices, antigravity, and sonic healing machines that have been hidden under the 
cloak of national security.

 Read the full article HERE: https://amg-news.com/the-final-stages-of-military-
operations-is-taking-place-there-is-no-coincidence-video/

 The Final Showdown: The Deep State’s Death Sets the World Ablaze! Brace for 
Impact! – https://amg-news.com/the-final-showdown-the-deep-states-death-sets-the-
world-ablaze-brace-for-impact/

L. Must Watch Videos:

 Fri. 14 July Situation Update: Judy Byington: The Great Awakening Is Here, Game 
Over - Special Report For Fri 14 July 2023 (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News 
(beforeitsnews.com)

 Thurs. 13 July Situation Update: Situation Update: Cuban Missile Crisis 2.0? Russian 
Nuclear Battleship Is Docked In Cuba! US Coastal Airspace Locked Down On East & 
West Coast! Biden Calls Up Reserves For Atlantic Exercise! | War and Conflict | Before 
It's News (beforeitsnews.com)

 Fri. 14 July Two Massive Events Coming: Bo Polny: HUGE Intel - There Are 2 
Massive Events Coming - All Leading to September!! (Video) | Alternative | Before It's 
News (beforeitsnews.com)
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 Thurs. 13 July Crash of Banking System, Rodriguez, Polny: David Nino Rodriguez &
Bo Polny Live -The Fall Of Mystery Babylon! A Crash Of The Banking System! A 
Message Of Hope! - Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News 
(beforeitsnews.com)

 Thurs. 13 July X22 Report: X22 Report: Deep State MS13 Shutdown, Crimes Against 
Children Exposed, EU Signals Comms Blackout! - Must Video | Opinion - Conservative |
Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)

 Thurs. 13 July So Much Corruption Being Exposed: 
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/07/on-the-fringe-so-much-
corruption-is-being-exposed-right-now-must-

M. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 
request of brave SRA Survivor-victims who were witnesses to and victims of pedophile, torture 
and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 
implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff's offices and all the way up to the Attorney 
General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 
organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.

There's certainly no help from US or other nation's government agencies, including the FBI or 
CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 
abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 
international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 
local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with 
the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth 
certificates, or identification.

N. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 
multiple personalities” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 
Colin Ross – Robert David Steele

Jenny Hill's witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 
YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped,
tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 
herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 
Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc's CIA, Queen
Elizabeth's, Illuminati Banking families' and Vatican's Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult on down
to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by this same 
Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the process of 
being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored Republics of the 
world. It's no wonder that President Trump has stated, "These people are sick."
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O. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 
the Children

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 
traumatized children who, in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 
Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world. 

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 
pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 
Ring run by these global elites. 

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 
Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 
next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives
to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 
mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs

P. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 
articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 
truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 
rampant in our international society.

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 
their own research and decide whether or not it was valid.

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 
Dinar Websites and continue the Updates until they are no longer needed. I expect to be working
with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know 
you. You will remain in my heart forever.

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 
to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady
who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the
underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 
on pedophilia to help us Save the Children.

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts
and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all.

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 
power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy

Updates for the Week Prior:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs
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